MY BOOKS

03. FORESIGHT

+ Prepare your perspective for the future you create.

Our perspective on the world is of paramount importance when preparing for

I write and publish a new book every year because I believe that sharing new ideas and thinking about

the future, but how do you actively cultivate an outlook that empowers you to

our shifting world empowers each of us to find a unique way to create a better collective reality. Find all
of my books on Amazon and Audible - but they are best experienced as Future Self Academy courses.

recognise opportunities that seem invisible?

F O R C O R P O R AT E O R D E R S M A I L : H E L L O @ J O H N S A N E I . C O M

Foresight adjusts your perspective, empowering you to create a future with
purpose in an era when security and certainty have been replaced by abundant
choice. Learn how to adjust your mindset, escape restrictive perspectives and
connect invisible dots with 50 shots of FOREsight that explore psychology, 		
science, and the future you are creating.

02. MAGNETIIZE

+ Stop the chase. Understand the change.

Take control of your future.

We are all caught in a never-ending chase, hurrying after something intangible.
This chase to nowhere has dragged us to the age of disruption, and brought us
face-to-face with our fear of fast-paced change.
In Magnetiize, I combine human psychology, business strategy and future studies
to help bring your truest self to the fore and face the ever-changing world with
elegant confidence. Stop chasing life and take control of your future. Join me on
the exhilarating ride to a life of purpose and a future of your creation.

01. WHAT’S YOUR MOONSHOT?

+ What mindset do you need to thrive in today’s rapidly-changing world?

What’s Your Moonshot? prepares you for a personal and business future where
you are financially and intellectually sustainable – what I call Forever Profitable.
The first step is to get your internal strategy right by confronting a profound

04. FUTURENEXT

question: are you seeing yourself as a victim of the future, or an architect of it?

+ The future has arrived early.

Once you understand your perspective, we decipher which business strategies,

How will our post-pandemic society move forward? Will we ever return to the world we once knew?

disruption, so you can develop and implement your own ‘Moonshot’ idea.

trends and innovations are relevant to you and your business in this era of 		

And it is challenging each of us to ask, and answer, the defining questions of our time:
Are we witnessing the development of a new socioeconomic system?
Shaped by the dynamic thinking of futures-strategist John Sanei and profound economic principles
of Dr Iraj Abedian, FutureNext equips readers with the mindset and tool needed to forge a new way forward
– a way of confidence and peace of mind.

WORD ON THE STREET
+

“The end of the old way is not doomsday. It’s a climb up a new mountain.
And when you think as John thinks, it’s a beautiful climb.” - Cal Fussman

The book explores our evolving responsibilities as consumers, employees, employers, entrepreneurs and

+

executives tasked with re-imagining our world. In so doing, it provides a path to create prosperous societies
that are more harmonious, systematical fair and sustainable than anything we’ve known before.

“John’s understanding of economical, technological and social change
is exactly what the conference needed.” - Autodesk

+

“John Sanei’s genius is in helping us decode and overcome the obstacles
we face in achieving personal and professional success. Magnetiize is a must-		
read for anyone who wants to live a more wonderful life.” - Nadia Bilchik, CNN

WATCH THIS VIDEO NOW AND ASK YOURSELF,
WHO ARE YOU GOING TO BE?
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